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1.0 INI_ODUCTIO_
The Upper Atmosphere _esearch Satellite (UAES) will collect data pertinent
to the earth's upper a_mosphere. This collected data will be sent to the
Central Data Handling Facility (_HF) located at Coddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC) via the UAES _ound system. Once received by the CD_F, the
data will be processed and distributed to the Remote Analysis Computer
Systems (EACS.) An overview of the UAES ground systen is presented in
Section 2.0.
In this Trade Annlysis, three configurations have been developed for the
CD_IP-_ACS systen. Section 3.0 describes the L_DEF configurations. The _M
CDHF configuration is presented in Section 3.1. The _VAC CDHF €onfigura-
_ tion is preoented in action 3.2. The VAX CLUSTER CDHF €onfiguration is
preoented in Section 3.3.
_S configurations are presented in Section 4.0. The _ RACS configura-
tions are detailed in Sectlo_ 4.1, UNIVAC _ACS in Section 4.2 and VAX_AC$
in Section 4.3.
Due to the large on-line data estt_te of approximatel 7 100 CB, a mass
s_ornEe system Is considered esuential to the UAILSCDHF. An analysis of
several mass storage systems is performed in Section 5.0. Specifically,
the BraeEan ATL is diocusaed in Section 5.1, the ECA optical disk in
Section 5.2, the I_ 3850 in Section 5.3.1 and the F_.SSTOE M860 in Section
5.3.2.
The type of mass storage system most suitable to UA_S was determined to be
the automated tape/cartridge device. Two devices of this type, the IBM
3850 and the _STOR MSS were analyzed in this Trade Analysis. In Section
6.0, the applicable tape/cartridge device is incorpora_ed into the three
CD_IF-EACSconfigurations.
//
/
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In Sectiou 7.0, the resulting CDHF-RACSconfigurations are para_terized
according to the followLn8 trade factors:
o performance capabilicy
. o availabilty
o co=pa_£bility wL_h existing requirements
o co_atibility with existing/planned inatitutional syste_
o imple_ntation rt_ko
o ease of use and user friendliness.
Costing of the configurations is perfor=ed in Appendix A.
Of the three confi_urations developed for the CDHF-RACS systen, all are
uni-vendor designs. Hottever, there haa been so_-_ discussion of the
possibility of a multi-vendor confisurationo The _ost likely prospect
would be a U_VAC CDHFand VAXP_ACS_th both utilizing the UNIX operating
system. This is an idea that uay _11 serve _he needs of the UAESntDsion.
Hare research would need to be perfor_d to establish the feasibility of
utilizin_such a system. A_p_dixB discuaoesa UI_IVACD_F-VAX RACS
system in more detail.
• - I-2
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2.0 trPPEEATI_OSPHEKERESEAECHSATELLITESYSTEMOVERVIEW
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2.0 UPPER ATH.0SPHZRERESEARCH S&TELLTTE SYSTEH 0VEP.VIE_
The Upper At_nosphere Research Satellite (UARS) _.sslon ls to be configured
trlth II experl=en_al lnscru=ents, designed by nission investigators, vhich
I will collect dn_a pertlnen_ to the chemistry, dyn_ics and thermodyua=lcs
of the earth's at=osphere. Zach eLtsston investlga_or is responsible for
his respective lnstrur_nc design and operation, sof_tmre develo_nt, and
interpretation of data collected. All data collected by the lnstrun_nts
vtll be routed through NASA networks and the CARS ground 8yste_ to _he UARS :
/
Central Data Handlln5 Facility (CD_IF) which rill be located at Coddard
Space Flight Center. The CDHF is to be designed so as to process da_a in a
batch envrton=ent, thus allotting nlssion Investigators to devote their
efforts to data _ualysts. To date, the foIlouin_ =aJor CDHF requirements
have been established:
o Production Processing of one day's vorth of data in one work shift
(i.e., 8 hrs.)
o Data Ingest. from Da_a Capture Facility via a dedicated high-speed
data transfer link
o LO. LI, L2, 1.3 production
; o Co=nunlcatlom Znterface and Data Transfer to/fron RACS
o RACS batch service=
o Data Management
. o Interfaces to other necessary ground system components
o Interface _o Haas Storage System.
Mission investigators will be provided with _e=cte Analysts Co=purer
Systems (RACS) which will co_unicate wi=h the CD_IF by =sans of a UARS
proJect-provSded network of proce, sors, teleco_'_unicatlons controlIers,
leased llnes, mode_ and other co=ponents as is necessary. RACS rill be
oriented toward algori_h= development, da_a ln_er_retation and graphic
display. To most effectively accomplish these _ask_, the _CS _,_t be
software co=patible vith _he CD_F processing computers.
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! *For analytical put'poees, e_sch of the data produced by UARSrill have to be
Impt on-Line and avaLLable to _he cLtsslon Lnveotigators at the RAC$.
!
' Became o5 _he oize o5 this on-line data baae (_ost recent esti_.qtes place
this figure at 100 G_ytes), a _asa storage syste_ _11 be Lncorporated _nto
the CDaF ¢onfLgutat'_on.
" 2.1 UA_ Crouud $y_teu F.le_ntn
In add/t/on to the PACS, the CD_ trill have to co_zntcate vi_h the other
t cot:ponencs of the U_ALS8round oyster. HaJor ele_:to of the UAILq ground
systea are shown in Figure 2-1. The P_C$ end th_ CDHF are the only
" fac£ltcies in the UA]_Sground sysce_ uhoae prtnc'_ple _oals are acLenc/ftc
_ in nature, The ocher elt_.._ o_ _ha ground oysten are intended to support
the UA_ epacecrafc, the CD_ and th_ _, Dataila of the ground 8yace_
-. lnterf_ce_ have b_on n_dre_ed in o_her UA_ doc_nts and utll not be
t.
i! elaborated upon £n th£o Trade Aunlysi=, (_ference I and 2)
i
!
The UARS data yt11. b_ delAve=ed to the C_ via the ground oysten netuork
described in cue previou_ paragraph. The UA_S data b_e u111 conniaC of
o tn_tru=enc data
o orbit:; and attitude data
o ensineer£ng data
o on board co=purer data
o syaceu _oftvare
o precesstn_ coefftcten:s
o data analysis results
o other (T_D).
Est1_es have been de,eraS.ned for _hese data types and are $t_.._arIzed _n
TabLe 2-1. The leveL_ of production processing have also been estimated
and are summarized £n Table 2-2.
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MAJOR ELEItE_3TS OF THE UARS GROUNDSYSTEP._
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FIGURE 2-1 •
Table 2-1
UARS DATAVOL_ EST_24A_S
Type of Data Volu_ Per Day
Level 0 202.1 HByce
Level I 173.5 _y_e
Level 2 79.7 MBy=e
Level 3 24.0 MBy_e
QutckZook 69,0 M3yce
_._glnee rln8 10,8 M_yce
Orblc/Acclt:dde 7.0 M_yce
On l_oa=d Coupu_e_" (OBC) Data 32.4 H3yce
Ocher TBD
Calculated Volu=e 598.5 MBy_e/day
Conc£ngency 50: 299..___2M_y=e/day
Total Estimated Volu=e 899.7 .*_y_elday
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Table 2-2
DAILYUAESPEODUCTIONPROCESSINGESTIMATES
Time Required
Type of Proce.sin_ (based upon a 1 HIPS _mchine)
LI Processing and I/O 11,474 seconds
L2 PTocesstn_ _nd _/0 126,352 seconds
L3 _'ocessLng and Z/O 2,333 seconds
Total 140,159 seconds
140159 seconds - 4.87 shlfts/day
3600 seconds/hr x 8 hrs/sh/ft (I HIPS machine)
i3.0 CENTR._ DATAH._DL'r_G FACILITY
S_ CONFIGUBATIONS
i
3.0 CENTRAL DATA HAI_)LINGFACILITY STRAWMAN CONFIGURATIONS
The Central Data Handling Facility (CDHF) for the Upper Atmosphere Research
Satelllce (UAES) will be located at Goddard Space Flight Center and is to
serve as the pri_ dace processing center and aa the central data
repoalcory.
The traditional configuration for a CDHFcenters around a very large and
po_rful _.lnfre_e computer. Other components nor=ally include a large
magnetic cape library, many disk drives and same-vendor re=ore fac_tlicies.
For the UARS_Lselon, several innovative ideas are being considered for
incorporation lace the CDHF€onfiguration. First, a network of super-nini
refuters, capable of satisfying all CDUFrequ!re_ncs, Is hein E Investi-
gated. Second, a_ on-line =ass storage system is being analyzed. These
points are addressed later in this docu=mnt.
While a euper-_tui network Is being given serious consideration by the UAES
planning connlCCeeo, the traditional large rminframa coufiguza_on has a
definite advantage: the uninframe is s proven conflsuration. Mainfra=e
configurations have been utilized in the past and have estab!ished a track
record. Two different =,!nfra=_ configurations are being considered for
the UAES CD_. Section 3.1 addreuces the straiten for the IBM nainframe
configuration. The screw-man outline of a UNIVAC mainframe configuration is
described in S_cclon 3.2.
The super-mini chosen for the CDHF super-mini design is Vigical's Equip=eat
Corporation's VAX 11/780. Digital has Just recently announced a new
networkingtechnlqueknownas "CLUSTERING."With a VAX CLUSTEK, many of
the problezs assocla_ed_Lthsuper-ulnlnetvorkssuchas a lack of hier-
archicals_orage management, queuing problems, failure recovery risks and
repair difficulties have been avoided. In addition, the VAX CLUSTER
retains the super-m!hi advantages such as user friendlisess, growth
capability and networking features. The strawuan configura_ion nf the VAX
CLUSTERis presentedIn Section3.3.
3-I
/The IBM, UNIVAC and VAX CLUSTER configurations are uni-vendor
confiEuracions. Having one vendor does sl=plify certain aspects of a
design, For instance, two systems manufactured by the same vendor and
proc_sing under the 8_ operating system are often softvare compatible.
Thus, iute_facin S is much less complicated. Hoverer, dictating a uni-
vendor restriction for the UARS Data Uandling Facility may not best serve
mission needs. There hr_ been some discussion among Goddard personnel
concerning the possibl£ty of a multi-vendor configuration. The _os= likely
candidates would be VAX RACS linked to a UNIVAC CDKF with both utilizing
the UNIX operatin_ system. Since this configuration has been _ntioned as
a possibility, so-_ preliminary research has been conducted, (Appendix B
further explores this area.)
3.1 II_ 3081SCrav_an Configuration
The lDl 3081 is a mainfran_ ta_ed at IO._MIPS and uith a 16 MSyte n_.ory.
This particular co=purer is u_ll known _ong Coddard Space Flight Center
Data Handliu_ facilities. For the RA.CS, the I_H 4300 aeries _tni-co_puters
are being researched. The specificu_iel chosen would depend upon the
particular needs of the investigators. The IBM EACS €onfigurations are
more thoroughly discussed in Section 4.1 Figure 3-1 provides a system
diagram of the IE_ 3081CDHF confiEuration.
3.2 UNIVAC1100/92 Straw=an Configuration
The UNSVAC1100/90 series is a multi-processor mainfraue. The particular
configuration most suited _o the UAESCDH1_ seems to be the 1100/92 which
has two CPUs and two l/O processors. Ic is rated at approxi_aCely 11 HIPS
wi_h 12°5 MBytes of =sin uemory. For _he RACS_ either the UNIVAC1100/70
or _he"Chaparral"Iwillb_utilized.TheChaparralrillbe used for P_CS
Note 1: The "Chsparral" was _he •code na_e used by UNIVAC for the UNIVAC
System 11 DDP before _he Sys_e_ 11 DDP vas formally announced.
Sperry/UNIVAC.announced _he Sys_e_ II/DDP in November, 1983°
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_rlch HZPS requlr_._nts of 0.5 HIPS or lees. The 1100/70 series rill be used
for those EACS frith processing requ_re=_nts 8rester thnn 0.5 HIPS. Figure
3-2 provides a UNIVAC CDHF systen dte_r_=. Detailed tnforuation concerning
the individual UNIVAC _ACS configuration is presented in Section 4.2.
3.3 VAX 11/780 CLUSTERStray'nan Configuration
The super-_n£ €onfiguration proposed for the UAES C_HF consists of D£gital
Equipment Corporntion's VAX 11/780s In a C;.UST_I arrnn_ement. The VAX
configuration is being €onsldored prlnartly due co los popularity a=ong the
=LiSSlOn investigators. The _Jortty of =LiSSlOn investigators have vorked
frith the VAX end find it both an effective annlytical cool and a "friendly"
cmDputer. The CI.USTZE is a hey neL_._rkin8 ce_ntque Just recently
announced by Digital. The CLUSTER arrnuEe_nt Is the only VAX configura-
tion under consideration because It uas detert_ned _o be the only arrange-.
=ent, capnble of h_ndlln_ the e:_enslve proc=ssin_ needs of UA_o Other
netuork schenes off,red by Dl;itnZ, Including DZCne_ and ETHZEnet, mere
deterzLtned co be coo slow. In addi_ion, CLUSTEE Is the only schc== vhlch
avoids ch_ standard super-_._tnt netvork problens vl_h storn_e nnnag=enc,
access tins, and failure recovery.
Table 3-1 sun=arlzes the VAX 11/760 characteristics. Figure 3-3 depicts
the VAX 11/780 syste= components.
3.3.1 VAX 11/780 CLUSTER Eardvare
The VAn_ 11/780 CLUSTER hardvare €onsists of the following ele=ents:
o VAZ 11/780 processors
o Pass Scorage System
o In_elligent Hterarch_al S_orage Controller HSCSO
o CI Conpu_er Interconnect
o CI Interfaces
3-4
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Table 3-1
VAX 11/780 CHA,_ACTERISTIC$
Word Length 32 bits
Computer Speed
(Hlllion lna_rucctons Per Second) 0.70 HIPS
l/O ILace (nax) 13.3 _yces/sec
e
Logical Addreae 4 CBycea
Progren S£ze (_ax) 2 CBy_ee
Syuchronou_ Co==unlcactons 1 Hbp8
Asynchronous Coc_unica_tons 9.5 l_bps (
Co_anctacions Interface 56 Kbps
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o $rar Coupler
VAX P_oceQsoro:
The pro:=tours and stor_e oyaten €o_q>on_ntaare knm._ as CLUST_
nodes. Th_ VAX11/780 pro:=sou= runs on VAX/_ op_ratlng syaceu.
l/_ss S_or_e $ysc_n:
The UA/Lq VAX CLUST_ uould utlll:e the I_SSTOR l_o Storage Sysce_
(HSS)o HASSTO_ has :ezned vi:h Syste_ Industries to tmple_nt a
confi_uratlon vhtch vllI ennble :he VAXCLUSTEE:o effectively u:iltze
:he _.SSTO_F, qS.
HSC_0:
_ 4 •
The nSCS0 (IL_rz_chtc_l Stor._e Con:roller) is a self-con:sin=d,
Intelligent, _o a:ur_e sub_yocc_:hn: cannocto ono ordure proces-
sors Co a sac of _sa scor_ d£_, Capes. THe RSC_0, to,elf a
CL_ST_ node, co--ca:us v!_h CPU(s) by uuy of _h_ CZ and uses
Dt_icnl'= l_aso Storage _ontrol Pro:ocol _or ccn_u_catious. Co,uni-
ts:ion _e:veen _he HSCS0 aug the _o_ 8:ora_e drives is through the
Standard Diak Interface (SD_) _ :he Standard T_ps Interface (ST$).
The _[SC50 o_£1onde ut£1i:y operatlous such as disk sh_doviug, volu_.e
£_._e copying, and £_ge backups _rom the hosts, by parroting these
operations itself. To _xinize throughput, _he HSC_0 handles
multiple, concurren_ operations on cul_lple dr_ves and optimizes _he
physical opera,ions, such as _rack seeks and rotational positioning.
The SDI/STZ interfaces also use passive coupling, so they can be
disconnected and reconnected _houc disrupttnE other VAX CLUSTE._,
device operations. Each _SC50 can support a co:binatlon of up to six
SDI or STI interfaces. ; .
t
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Cot:puter Tnterconnec_:
The CI (Computer Interconnect) is a high-speed, fault-tolerant, dual-
path bus. It allows processor nodes and intelligent Z/O subsystem
nodes to be connected. Xodes in a VAX CLUSTER use a =ultlaccess bus
topology that aJ.lc,Jo any VAX processor node in the CLUSTZR to talk to
any other VAX processor node.
The CZ bandtridth is 70 Hb£ts per second. The CI hna an l_--.ediate
acknovledge_nt scheme wherein channel tire is reserved at the end of
each [;essage for :he de_tinntion to acknowledge receipt.
CI Interfaces:
The CI interfaces are ±ntelli_ent controllers that connect processors
to the CI. Each interface attaches to one CI bus, the bus conn£sttng •
of _ transnlt and _ receive cables. Tra/f£c is tr_t_ted on
. t_lchever path is avai1_ble. .
Star Coupler:
The S_ar Coupler Is the €o_n connection point for all CLUST_ nodes
€onnected to the CI. St connects together al_ CI cables from the
lndiv£dual nodes _r_th a =_J_-un radius of 4S =eters. The Star Coupler
can be configured to support VAX CLUSTER syste=z of up to 16 nodes.
The Star Coupler provides passive coupling of the _Ignals from all
CLUSTE_ nodes by means of pover splitter/conbiner transforuers. In
addition, the dual paths of the CI are electrically isolated From each
other.
For each node, IN _nd OUT connec_ors are provided for each CI path. A
signal received fron an IN connector is dis_rlbu_ed _o _11 OUT con-
hectors. The S:ar Coupler _er=ina_es all cables vi_h thelr charac-
teristic _=pedance. _als allows nodes to be connecte0 or disconnected
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3.3.2 V._ 11/780 CLUSTERSof_,are
The VAX CLUSTE_ soft.ate yields trx_parent sharing of data among the
CLUSTER nodJ_. The five naJor components of the CLUSTER soft_.,are are:
o VAX 11/780 Record Kanage=_nt Service (_,S) i
o Distributed File Syste_ _ I
o Dlscrlbu_ed Lock _a_ager
o Haas Scorase Control Protocol (HSCP)
o Job _euin S
Record Manngemenc Service:
RF,S p_ovideo capabi!l=lea for data J_orage, retrieval, and
_difica:ion; file _anlFula_ion; acceso node s_rt_ch_ng, _nd record
foruat_ing-
t
Dts_ribuced File Sysceu:
The Distributed File Syste:al.lo_s _ processors in a VAXffLUSTF._ _o
sh_re diskr.._ss storage. A disk volu=e shared like _his appears to be
a local disk to e_ch CFU. All access to the disk from any level above
the disk driver vorks _ransparen_ly.
The shared disk can be directly connected co one of the CLUSTEK
processors. In th_s Instance, the _.SCP Server on _he processor wl_h
the local di_k transparently provides the equivalent HSCP services.
_HS uses the Distributed File Syncs= and _he D_str_buted Lock F_nager
_o provide file level and record level access _o d_sk storage
throughout _he CLUSTER.
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With the HSCP server, such a shared file system allows for incremental
_owth by enabling additional CPUs wLth their o_n local disk s_orage
to be added to the CLUSTER and then allowing users on the existing VAX
CLUSTER CPUs to share the new local processor o_ued file system.
Dls_ribuced Lock Manager:
The VMS Discr£buced Lock Hanager synchronizes access to resourc_ for
processes. The Lock Hanager provides a nanespace in which processes
can lock and unlock resource names. It provides a queuing mechanism
so chac processes can be put into a watt state until a particular
resource is available,
t
Mass S_ora_e Control Protocol: i
The MSCP is a protocol for logical access to disks and tapes. It !
permits any VAX/V_S processor in the CLUSTER to access disks that are
connected locally to _uother VAXprocessor CLUSTE_ node. _The MSCP
Server also includes volu_,e shadowing capability disk drives. These
d_sks appear as if _hey were logically error free, Incom!ng I/0
requests from ocher processors in _he CLUSTER are received by the HSCP
Server. The HSCP Server uses the standard VAX/VMS device driver
interface to co==unlcate wi_h the local disks and passes _he data back
over _he CI to the requesting CPU. i
Job _euing:
Generic batch queues, coupled rich batch execution queues that execute
on specific syscer_s within the CLUSTER, enable the batch workload to
be shared. The .'v'H$defaultschedulingpolicybalances the shared
batchworkloadacrossthe CLUSTER. I_ does _hlsby keeping_he ratio
of activebatchjobs to availablebatchslotsas equalas possible on
each processor ncde.
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3.3.3 VAX 11/780 CLUSTEREstimates
Based upon the 0.70 HIPS effective throughput racing of the VAX 11/780 and
the requ£re_nt that the CDHF configuration be sized so as to process one ,
day*s worth of data in one eight-hour shift, the following calculations
_re perforued:
Required tins (based upon I HIPS --chine) 140,159.0 seconds
V._HIPS Rating 0.70L,_IPS
140t159 1 HIPS-second - 6.96 VAX-shifts
.70 MIPS/VAX x 3600 seconds/hr x 8 hours/shift
With a contingency factor of 50X and the require=ent for a spare, tb!s
increases the esttmste to eleven VAXs. In addition, one VAX would be
needed to serve as the co=:untcatlons base for the PACS, the CDHF and
Con=and Manag_n=nt. Thus, an estiuated twelve VAX 11/7808 uill be
necessary to satisfy CD;._ requireuen_s. Figure 3-4 shows a topology of the
t
proposed vAXCLUSTEE.
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4.0 ItEMOTZAR_¥SIS COMPUTERSYSTEMS_I C0_FICURATZONS
Due to _he varying unture of the UhI_S expertnents, the thirteen Puemote
Analysis Co=purer Syste_ (EACS) hnve vnrying processing and memory
requ£re_mts. Tnble 4-1 s__ertzes tb_se requirements.
4.1 IBM _ACS Configuration
The IBH 4300 series computers are being considered for the proposed IBM
RACS configuration° There are four computers In the 4300 series:
•Mo_l. _Ps
I3H 4331 l_del I < 1/2 MII_; IMB s_orage
I_M 4331 Model 2 1/2 _lZPS 6._ atur_ge
43&1 Hodel 1 I HII_ _ stor_e
IBH 4341 Model 2 > 1HIPS _ storage
Table 4-2 lists the RACSand their correspond£n_ I_ couflguratlons°
IFigure 4-I depicts the N RACS-.CDhT€onffigur_tlon°
As indicated __n Figure 4-1, the 3705 Co=_unicattons Controller provides for
_he phys£c_-_ _nage_ent of the co_=un£cation network. ,'he 3705 can serve
four hcut systen channels. _u addition, the 3705 can operate a6 a re_o_e
co==u_icatLons controller or as an tnteruediate netgork node in a _ulti-
system uetvo_kiu_ environn_nt. The 3705 can be configured to operate
et_her as a local or remote co_unica_lons controller. External modemsare
supported for up to 230 _ps. Local ^t=ac_.ents are avaLlnble without
_ode_ for speeds up to 57.6 Kbps.
4.2 UNIVAC _A_ Configuration
" Two UNTVAC co_-?uters are bein E considered for the proposed UNIVAC RACS con-
figuration the U_IVAC 1100/70 and the "Chaparral'. The 1100/70 series is a
•4-1 * I
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Table 4-1
• _.C$ P1_'J..SSI_G AND _0_Y _QUII_tZh'TS
_C__..SS Processing Meuory
Naval Reeearch Lab (h_L) 0.4 HIPS 1 HB
Georgia Institute of Technolo_ (GIOT) 0.4 HIPS I H3
_|.vereity of _aIh/.ug_cn 0.4 MZt_ I H_
Lawrence Ltver_ore Labor_€ory (LLL) 0.4 HIPS I H3
Na¢£onal Oceanic and Atn_ospher_Lc 0.4 HIPS 4 HB
: AA_Ltniotrn_tou (I_0AA)
o
Kational Center for Aenosph_rtc _eearch (NCAE) 0.5 MIP$ I H3
Unlverie_y of Colorado 0.8 HIPS 6 MB
Unive_eLty of Ktchtgan 1.0 HIPS 5 H3
_k/LanEley Research Center (L_C) 1.0 HIPS 2 }t3
/{ASA/Jet Propulsion Lab (_'PL) 1.0 HIPS 1.3 H3
Southwest Research Ins_l_u=e (SR_) 1.0 HIPS 1 H3
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory (LPARL) 2.0 HIPS I M3
NASA/GoddardSpaceFlightCenter(GSFC) 2.0HIPS 4
Table4-2
I_MRACSCON?IGURATIONS
RAC.S Xm_
Co=puzer Model
Naval Research Lab (NEt.) 4331 Model 2
GeorgiaInstituteof Technology(GIOT) 4331 Model2
University of Washington 4331 Hodel 2
Lavreuce lAvermore Laboratory (LLL) 4331 Model 2
National Oceanic and A_osphertc 4331 Model 2
_ Adnluis_ra_iou (XO_)
Na_loualCenterfor -.. 4331 Model2
AtnnospherlcResearch(NCAE)
UniverLsry of Color_lo 4341 Model 2
Un£versicy of l_tch_gan 4341 Model 2
NASA/Langley Research Center (l.aRC) 4341 Model I
l_tSA/Je_Propulslon lab (JPL) 4341 Model I
Sourh_.,es_Research Institute(SRI) 4341 Model I
Lockheed Palo Alto 4341 Model 2
Research Laboratory (LPARL)
./
NASA/GoddardSpace Flight Center (GSFC) 4341 Model 2
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more powerful co_puter than the Chaparral and will be utilized for those
EACS irLth processing needs greater than 0.5 MZPS. Both the 1100/70 series
and the Chaparral run on the same operating system as the proposed UNIVAC
• CDHF 1100/92 _ainfra== €o=purer.
Co_:unicatione between the P,ACS and the CDHF viii be acco=pltshed via
Distributed Co==unica_ton Processors (DCP) sized to ,met _he needs of each
individual RACS. The DCP can perform either as a front-end processor or as
a re=ate procesoor. As a front-end processor, it supports a direct-channel
interface to a host processing system and provides software controls for
transferring data be_en the host and the connunications network. As a
remote cozmunications processor, the DCP transfers data over serial
co¢=unications lines to a central hos_ processor or other remote processing
or _erminal equipmen_. There are three available sizes of DCPs:
o IX:P 10 (suallest)
o DCP 20
o DCP 40 (largest)
\
All models of the DCP utilize two processing eleu_n_.s_ a con:_Jntcations
ptoceosor and a port processor° The co_=micatioos procoseor controls
network access and perforus r_ssage processing. The port processor per-
: for=s I/0 processing. The CDi_ 1100/92 will utilize _he larges_ DCP, _he
DCP 4_ Table &-3 lists the RACS vi_h their corresponding UNIVAC co=purer
configurations. Figure 4-2 depicts the UNIVAC EACS-CDHF configuration.
4.3 VAX 11/780 £ACS Configuration
Wi_h this basic 11/780, one can expec_ a procesoing rate of 0.7 HIPS and
menory of 2 H_y_es. With optional expansious, the VAX 11/780 can be
configured to teet the needs of ¢os_ of the PACS. For the tvo larges_
RACS_ LPARLandGSFC,a VAX11/782vouldbeutilized.TheVAX11/782isa
dual processor _L_h approxlmacely_wlcethe processlnEcapabilityof _he
VAX 11/780. Processfng speeds of both the 11/780 and 11/782 can be
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Table4-3
. UNIVACRACSCONFIGURATIONS
RACS UNIVAC Distributed
• Cowputet Communlcatiou8
Proceoeor.
Naval Research Lab (NEL) Chaparral DCT 10
Georgia Institute of Technology (CIOT) Chaparral DCP 10
University of Washington Chaparral D_ 10
Lavrence Llver_ore Laboratory (LLL) Chapparal DCP 10
National Ocean!c and A_mosp_ric
Administration (NOAA) Chaparral DCP 10
National Center for
o
At_oopheric Resentch (I_CAE) Chaparral DCP 10
Univeristy of Colorado 1100/71 Model HI DCP 20
University of Michigan 1100/71 Model E1 DCP 20
HASA/Langley Research Center (IaRC) 1100/71 "_del 81 DCP 20
NASA/Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL) 1100/71 Model HI DCP 20
Southwest Eesearch Institute (SRI) 1100/71 Model HI DCP 20
Lockheed Palo Alto 1100/70 Model HI DCP 20
ResearchLaboratory (LPARL)
RASA/GoddardSpaceFlightCenter(GSFC) 1100/70ModelHI DCP 20
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increased vl.th the addition of a Floating Point Accelerator (FPA)o Also,
_ . memory can be £ncreased to 16 MBytes in 2 PIByte increments.
Co_z_u_l.cations from che PAC$ to the CD_IFco_unicationa baoe could be
• accompllshed via DECnet. DECnet provldee • layered structure of protocols
vlttch alloy the RACSVAXs to _o_++untcate v+.th the CDHFVAXCLUSTEI_and co
retrieve data from the maos storase system. Table 4-4 llets the RACS and
their correoponding VAX configurationo. Figure 4-3 depicts the VAXRACS-
CDHFconfiguration.
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Table 4-4
VAX 11/780 RACSCO_IGUP_TIONS
_ory
• RACS VAXModel FPA Exprmeton
Naval P_eeearch Lab (_L) 11/780 - -
Georgia Institute of Technology (GIOT). 11/780 - -
Univereity of Washington 11/780 - -
Laurence IAvec=ore Laboratory (LLL) 111780 - -
Nattonal.0ce_nic and A_noepbertc 11/780 -
Adninistration (NOAA)
btatlonal Ceuter for" . 11/780 - -
A_ospheric Research (NCAR)
Univertety of Colorado _1/780 T3D 4H3
University of _{lchtgan 11/780 FPA •
_A/Langley Research Center (L_C) 1;1780 FPA -
NASA/Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL) 11/780 FPA -
Southvesc Research Institute (SR£) 11/780 FPA -
Lockheed Palo AJ.€o 111782 FPA -
Research Laboratory (LPARL)
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Cen_er (GSFC) 11/782 FPA 2MB
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5,0 _ASS STO_AC'EANALYSIS
5.0 M_S STOB._.GEANALYSIS
One of the the principal functions of the UAItSCDH_ is to serve as the
central repository of the various levels and types of UA_S data. Tradition-
ally, data storage ha8 been achieved via maguetic Cape libraries. As data
18 requested, data center personnel _ust _anu_lly_ount the cape onto the
cape drive. Data is then tr_nnferred fro= the cape co the disk tot proces-
sing. However, this process £a labor Intensive, error-prone and extremely
time-consuming. In addition, cape libraries require tremendous floor
space.
The goal of the CD_ is to provide an accurate and co.piece data base
capable of belnK accessed in a time1y _annero To satisfy this objective,
massive volunesof UA_S data aust be kept "on-line'. Table 5-1 su_arIzes
the UARSon-line data score_e require_entSo B_fore the advent of the r._a
8_ora_e systea, data be.sea sere kept on-l:tne by 8toria_ the da_a on spin-
uing maguecic disk_. Althouch this storage technique did succeed in
ailowing tinely access to dean, it retained the floor space .proble_ of the
Cape library. It ales consumed a cre_ndoue _nou_€ of power and _he disk
media wan very expensive. For these ree_ons, efforts were nade to design a
storage syate_ vhich would have the following properties:
o storage capacity in the CByte range
o timely access of data
o low personnel requ_remeu_
o efficient use of floor space
o low power cousu_ption
Mass storage systems are available which can alleviate the inadequacies of
the _raditional _anual _agnetic tape library. They also are designed co be
much lea8 costly than tradic_onal disk storage. Three basic types of mass
storage systems were analyzed for this report:
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Table 5-1
UARSONoLZNEDATASTORAGEREQUZRD_NTS
On-Line Storage
' Type o5 Data Volu_ Per Day Retention T*_ Requ/re_ents
Level 0 202.1 l_yte 10 days 2.02 GByte
Level I 173.5 H3yte 90 days 15.62 CBy_e
Level 2 79.7 MBy_e 90 days 7.17 C3yte
Level 3 24.0 MByte 540 days 12.96 CByl:e
I day 0.07 G3yteQ.!cklook 69.0)r_YCe .
EnElneertng 10.8 M3yte 540 days 5.83 C3yte
Orbtt/A_itude 7.0 _yre 540 days 3.78 C3yte
On Board Co_uter 32.4 MByte 540 days 17.50 C3y_e
(OBC)Data
Other T_ _ T_D
' CalculatedStorage Requirement 64.95 GByte
32.47 CByteContingency 50Z
Total EstimatedStorage Requ£rement 98.42 Gl]y_e
t 5-2
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1 o auconaced cape libra_
°_ o optical disks
o auto.ted .cape/cartridge device
! Section 5.1 provides information on Ch_ Braeg_ Auto.ted Tape _brary,
_cCion 5.2 €once_s the RCA_cic_ _sk _ca Scarce and _ccion 3.3
discusae. _ch the IBM 3850 _d the PASSER _S auco_._Ced cape/_rcridge
devices.
Four mass storage systems were analyzed for Chls analysis effort. The type
of v_ss scorcge system _osc £eaolble for UARSpurpose is the anco_aced
cape/cartridge system. Bach the IT_ and the MASSTORcape/cartridge product
Should be considered for UA_. Ulc/_acely, the choice of a_ss storage
product vendor tr£11 depend upon the CD_ co.purer configuration chosen.
5.1 Braegan A.€o_aced Tape Library
The auronaced cape library inveeciga_ed was the Braegan ATL 7110. The &TL
7110 connieCs of a houeinE nodule char provides phyaic_ storage space for
--gnec£c cape reels, a _ec-h_tcal retrieval device, mounting and
dis--ouncin_ componencsj and softtmre co mmage the sysceu. In addition co
the storage module, tl_Ln syreu requires a sufficient nunber of cape drives
Co handle the data load. Theoe cape drives _sc be placed adjacent to the
storage module.
The maximum ATL 7110 configuration consists of 16 storage units and 32 tape
drives. Each storage uniC provides space for 440 standard reels; hoverer,
each automatic reel-mounting device reduces capacity by 28 reels. If the
maximtm configuration (i.e., 16 storage unit_ and 32 tape drives) is
ucillzed, the system can handle 6144 standard reels. The corresponding
data capacity is approxinaCely 1100 GByres:
6144 reels x 2400 feet/reelx 12 inches/fee_x 6250 Byte/inch = II00 GByres.
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However, trtch hemal use, inter-record gaps vould reduce capacity by 33Z.
Thus, the _dJuoted data capacity would be:
1100 CByces x 66Z eff£cXency = 726 GBytee
ThLs figure corresponds Co 45.4_yco/scorase unit. S£nce the best estate
of on-line storage required for UARSis 100 G_yCes, the required nunber of
storage untie is three.
As opposed to a traditional tape library, the _ 7110 offers several
advantages Co the uoer:
o decrease £nnanpo_r
o lo_ hardware costs
o nodular£cy, add-on capac:tty
o "f_Ll--soft" capebil.tCy
o no _edla €onversion
o
While these features uake the ATL 7110 preferable to a traditional tape
library, several prohibitive die_ivanteges €_ke this system unsuitable for
the UA_ r.ass storage systeu.
The primary disadvantage of the ATL 7110 lies in the physical space
required by the syete=. _ach storase nod_tle measures 79 inches high, 53
inches wide, and 67.5 inches deep. For each unit the required floor space
Is 29.5 ft2o Thus. the floor space required for the three units which are
needed to satisfy UAES requirements is 88.6 ft 2. To this figure must be
added the floor space needed for hall_rays, maintenance access and the tape
drives which are placed adjacent to the storage modules. In total, the
floor space required is extensive.
In addition to the floor space problem, the da_a access time of the ATL
" 7110 Is less than desirable for the UARS program. Bracken spec£ficacions
list the average =ount ti=_ as 20 seconds. Adding request tins and time
for the transferof data to "on-llne" status pushes total data access tlme#
to well over 20 seconds. The co=btuatlon of sl_ access clue and massive
floor space rsqutre_nts _tke the _ 7110 unsulcable for use as the UARS
_sa storage system=.
5.2 P.CA Optical Disk 9sca Storage
t.
Optics1 disk syster.8 2 record data by •blacinS the thin natal surf•ca of a
rotating disk _th a high-po_r, _odulated laser bean. The recorded data
can then be read trJ.th iight sensors that detect the reflected Itght of a
lo_po_r, un=oduiated laser beam. Once recorded, the optical disk _ay not
be re-used for write purposes. I1 Is a trrtte-once, reed r.any tt_es device.
In the pa_t, this draeback ha_ discouraged _.any frou pursuing optical disk i
strrage, ltowever, _h of the UAE5 data vtll require only • trrlte-once
capacity. For exL=ple, LO and LI de=• are norr._lly recorded once and then
used _any err'us in order to perforn addttioa_t _naly_es. For this
particular sltumtton, the optical disk _uld be desirable.
e
The _ product Is €onfigured am a control processor unit (_U) and • disk
drive unit (DDU). The C_U prowlde8 fo.r Interfacing, data for=_tttng, error
_nagement and f,_nctlon control. The DDU provides for cartridge disk
hendltn_, drive, aervoa, electro-optics nnd b_tlc-ln-teet. The oysten has
been configured as an Intelligent controller. This €onfiguration =ini_tzes
the lo_d upon the host syste=. _tlt_-vendor capability is provided via
_etvork Syste_ Corporatlon's HYPE_hannel _dapter. A _aster processor
nana_es interfaces and perfor=s data conversion.
Note 2: This analysis of optics1 disk data storage for UARS nasa storage
needs has been based priuarily on notes obtaLned _rom an RCA study report.
RCA has recently concluded a study o_ optica_ disk syste=s _or NASA's.I=age
Processing Facility. The study has not yet been published; however, RCA
did agree to supply outline notes.
!
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°The optical dlsc format has been configured uslag • 14-inch dla_eter disc.
It has three partitioned ares. The Inneruost is used for test pattern and
diagnosis internal to the equipment. The mlddle region, co_prisins in
excess of 99 percent of the area, is for the user and overhead data. The
outer edge is used for file d£rectory. A file directory is entered each
time the dlsc Is re_oved fro= the system.
Tables 5-2 and 5-3 give _echntcal specifications for the optlcr.1 disk ..
syste: and the optical dlsk_dl• respectlvely.
There are several r.aJor disadvantages inherent in optical disk storage.
The first is the write-once limitation. _lle this would probably not
aftecc LO end L! dac• storage, it could le_d to problems If used for L2 and
L3 sterne. L2 and L3 data are derived frc_ alSoritt=s that _11 Iikely be
adjusted several tines throughout the UAESsissies. Each ttne an algorlthn
is adjusted, data _uat be recalculated. Since the old data could not be
pursed and then recorded _.er irLth updated data, a new file tmuld have €o
be establlshed. With several fllqn of the "sons" data floaclng around,
bookkeepl=g ;_uld be _chnore complex. Also, having outdated and incorrect
data •vallble _o the users encour_4_es _/stakes leading to invalid _nalyses.
Since optlcal storage appears to be sultable for •=stage of LO and LI data,
bu_ no_ for 1.3 st LA dn_a (_on_ other typ_s of da_a), it appears that if
optical storage were st_ll desired, tvo different nasa storage system _ould
have to be designed into the UAR5 system, nov_ver, such a design is not
available off-the-shelf and would be very costly.
The other major disadvantage of using optical disk storage for UARS lies in
the fact: thac this Is new technology. It has no track record _o speak of.
One of the basic premises _n the design of _he UAI_SCDHF _as tha_ _he
technology _usc be known and co_erclally available. Although _he RCA
study and prototype design see_s co be prowL•tug, t_ cannot be cl_ued _ha_
optical d_sk storage ts a readily-available, off-_he-shelf produc_ _1:h a
proven track record.
_-6
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Table 5-2
OPTICALDISC SYSTI_ SPEC_ICATIONS
_P_aran_t er Study Reoults
Luer Type (_Jritel_ad) CaAs/HeNe
Write/",ead D_ta Rate 0 - 24 Mbps
Disc Size 14 in (dis.)
Disc Capacity (1 Side) . 4 x 1010 Bits
Access Tins (worst case) 500 =eec
Bit Error P.aCe <10-10
Disc Spin-up Tins <2.5 sec
Data nlock Size 15 KBits
Disc Uandling Cartridge Loading
Disc Carrier Cartridge
Media Life 10 yrs.
Data Storage Fo_r_t Concentric
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TabZe 5-3
OPTICALDZSK_.DIA FOI'_qATSPECIYlCATIO_IS
Par_cer Perforunnce
User Da_a l_ce 24 l(bpz
Disc Speed 32.7 rev/sec
/
Disc D_a _t_e 38.5 _ps/Clmnnel
e
User C_paclcy 4.0 z 1010 Bi_s
Format Overhead 28.5Z
Disc Die_.erer 14.0 inches
Nu=ber of Track= 43.5 x 103
8.tn. I'ic S£ze 0.66 un
Track Spacing 1,8 um
Track Type Concentric
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5°3 Auco_acedTape/Carcridge Mass SCarce Sysce--
The auto_aced tape/cartridge system is conpoeed of:
o data cartridges arranged £n "honeycomb" storage cells
o accessor units
o data recording devices
o acagin_ adaptors
o ata;;tn;; disk drives
The data cartrid_e consists of a strip of _a_etic tape, wound on • plastic
spool and enclosed In • protective plastic shell. Data is recorded on the
magnetic tape in d£sk image far.at in se_'.ents called stripes. Storage
cells hold the data cartridges _hen they are not in use, andthe accesser
transports the data cartridges b_tween the cartridge storage cells _nd the
data-recordtngdevices, vhtch transfer data to and from the cartridges.
request for data fro= the central processor goes to the storage facility,
which loQds the proper dat_ cartridgq into a data-recordlng device. Fro=
the cartridge, the data is trr_nferred to the staging dis_ drives, vhere It
' Is then available for use by the central processor. No reforr_ttlng is
required, because the data are stored on the mag_etlc tape in disk format.!
_hen the Job is co.-plete, if the records or files have been updated, the
' data are returned ('destaged') to the data-cartridge tape. If the data
; have no_ been _odif£ed, destas_n_ is not required.
[
The automnted tape/cartridge device offers the user sane distinct
i advantages. Zn host cases, disk or tape capacity is used Inefficiently.
: Typically a very large portionholds sequentialbatch data or Infrequencly
used "convenience"da_a sets of suall to :edlum size. Such data _couldbe
stored on €_gnetic tape and uounted on tape drives when _eeded, but the
additional labor and tape drive costs, plus built-ln time delays and the
high probability of m£shandling make that approach inpractlcal. These
types of data sets rill co=pose a large part of the UARSdata' base and are
ideal candidates for storage in an automated tape/cartrldge device. Two
|
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Iautomated tcpe/cartrldge syster._ were analyzed for this report, Sectloa
5.3.1 press=re deta_Lls of the I_I 3850 --ss storage system. In _ectinn
5.3.2, the HASSTOE_S n_oe storage system Is presented.
5.3.1 _H 3850 _e Storase STst_
The IBM 3850 _s storase eystea is a tape/c_rtrldge device. Each c_r-
tridge holds 50MDytes ou 2.7 x 667-inch strip of magnetic tape. The
naxinum configuration holds 472 CDytcc of data.
The IBM 3850 _ss storage system Is conposed of:
o Hess S_ore_e Control
o lYstn R_cordlng Control
o Data Recording Service
o G_rtr_dge Sterne l_dule
o Stazing Adopter
o Direct Accec_ Storcge D_vice and Con_rol
o Accea_or Uai_
The data fiche caong th_ce co_pon_nts Is sho_rn in Figure 5-1.
The 13M 3850 uee_ the virtunl device concept in _q_tch _ss storage appears
to the operating syste_ as having more direct access storage devices
available than are actually present. Nhen data is requested by the user
program or _he operating sys_en, the mass storage obtains the data from
either its locatlon on physical direct access s_orage or from da_a "_
cartridges In the =ass storage modules. If the data was In cartridge
storage and not in physical direct access, the follo_r_n E vould occur:
Io Data is requested
. 2. Accesser moves _o the appropriate storage cell
3. Cartridge is re_oved from cell and transported to the data
recording device
,: , 5-I0
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FIGURE 5-1
/4o Data is recJt from the tape
. 5. _ata is tr_ns_Lttted through data recording control to a staging
8zlapter
6, Data is staged once direct access storage device
" 7. D_ta cartridge is returned to _to cell,
Because the disk controller can directly transfer the data directly fron
cartridge to disk, the hoot processing unit can be bypassed. This step
decreGses access tint and helps to off-load the host conputer.
One of the mnin disadvantages of the I3M 3850 is its lack of nulti-v_ndo_
capability. This product is designed to interface with IBM components
only. This fact will greatly influence the final choice of the OARS mass
storage syrian. Also, the T_H 3850 is not aa space efficient as other Pass
storage syste=s available, l_mse, and other factors, are further discussed
in the next paragraph.
5.3.2 The HASSTOE Hnss Storage Systen (HSS)
The MASST0£ HSS is very ainllar to the I3M 3850 in that it is a
tape/cartridge device with ua_uetic tape cartridges a_ored in a "honey
€onb" storage nodule. Like the IBM 3850, the MSS also has autou_tic acces-
ser arus. However, wh_re the LBH accesser travels hori_ontally and verti-
cally, the MASSTOE accesser has a third coordinate of direction. This
feature allows the HASSTOE accesser to reach both the front and back wall
of the honeycou_-like storage nodule, thereby reducing the required number
of accesser units.
The HASSTOg Y_5 is co=posed of the following:
o HASSTOR M860
O MASSTOR Networking Facility (HASS_;ET)
o Shared Virtual Storage System (SVSS)
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_- These components are discussed in the folloulag paragraphs.
The H860 _s storage system is composed of:
" o storage control ooftvare
o cartridge storage module
o storage control
o data recording control and device
o staging adapter
o direct access storage control device
Each atorzge =odule holds 316 cartridges. With a data capacity of 175
MB/cartridge, the resultlng data capac-tty per module is 55.3 GByte. A
maxlntm configuration allo_rs for 8 storage modules. Thus, 440 GBy_es
capacity is possible. Since the estimated UARS storage requlrer_ent is
approximately I00 G_ytee, t_ stor_e nodules should be ,ufflclent.
Each storage r_odule nea_ures _3 Inch_s wide = 36 inches deep x 67
inches high. A_ 10.75 ft2/modt._te, the required floor space for the
storage nodules would be 21.50 ft2.
The H860 is capabZe of 500 cartridge mounts per hour. Average
calcuZated access ti_e is I0 seconds. This is more than twlce _s fast
as the Braegan ATL 7110 and averages a couple of seconds less than the
MASSNET is composed of the folioving:
o HYFERchannel
o Network Adapters
o Transfcr Software
HYPERchannel is a high speed data network which provides transmission
- speeds at CPU channe! rares. (More detailed iafor=ation concerning
HYPERchanueZ is provided £n Appendix B of this report.)
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The Network _apters are IDH plug-€onpatlble and allo_ non-IBM host
eonputers to access the MASSTORMSS. Protocol Levels I through 3 of
the Xnteruatlonal Standards Organlzatlon (ISO) speclficetlons are
handled by the Network Adapters.
The Transfer Software handles IS0 Levels 4 and 5 speclflcatlono, thus
allowing the iron=parent sharlngof data azongunlike-vendor netuork
entltlte=.
SVSS In the MASSTORHSS allows for the extensive back-end file management
required by UARS.
The SVSS is driven by a control procesor which is in the ZBH 4341,
Level 1, claos. (The applicable figures in this dock.eat depict €he
HS$ control processor as an ]_H 4341; hoover, depending upon the
particular application HASSTOR often uses _ 4341-11ke control
procensor5.) The control processor provide_ 6-_ n._tn storage along
_rLth both byte and block uultiplexor channeIs. The c_ntrol processor
is supported by a color C_..T, printer and card relier, j .
Figure 5-2 depicts a MASSTOR_.SS confIEuraclon wlth a capacity of ii0
GByte. Data flow and component functiouo are 81_Llar to the IBM 3850.
Table 5-4 presents -_ bcief comparison of the HASS'_ORHSS and the IBM 3850.
L
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TABLE5-4
LIIH 3850 - HASSTOR_S C0_PAZ_SONS
Charac_ertottc T.BI43850 14aSSTOEHSS
H_x_._,_ Storage 472 G_ycee 440 G_yces
H_yce/Carcrtdge 50H3/€_r_rid_e 175 l_3/cartridge
G3_.o/._lu_re foo_ of 1.4 G_lf_ 2 5.0 G31fc2
floor opace
e
ZBHConpac£btllcy YeB Yes
UNIVACCo_attbil£ty No Yeo
VaXCo=pa_ibilicy No Yes
.
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$n tho €_._ss_oraseanalysissectionof this report four mass storage
systemswereannlyzedfortheUARSCDEF:
o Braegan ATL 7110
o RCAoptical disk data storege
o I3H3850_s Storage Systen
o _tSSTO_HnesStorageSystem
The Braegan &TL 7110 van dete_ned co be unsuitable far UARSdue to its
slaw access ti_e and _._nsive floor space requirer.eats.
The RCA spot,m1 d£sk, while considered a pro_/sing techuolo_, was
tentatively decerulued to possess prohibitive disadvantages:
o new techn_loL_v£th no proven crack record
o _:ite-once 11=icattou,
Thus, as of the _Ir._of thisaunlysls,opti_l diskstoraseuas noc deuer-
_tned to he the best _ss scor_e sysceu available co UARS.
The two autc_.mced tnpe/cartridse mace scorege systems analyzed, the IBH
3850 and the HASST0_HSS _ere deterained to be especiall7 suitable for
UA.q3. Ul_i_tely, the mass scornge sysce_ cho_en will depend upon the CD,_F
configuration. In this section, the =ass storage sysce=s are incorpora_ed
into the sCravnan conf_gurations.
6.1 I3H 3081CD_ - _ss Storage Syste_
Should the ZBM 3081 be chosen as _he UARS CDHF, either _he IBM 3850 or the
_IASSTOR HSS could be u_ilized. Both syscens could competently handle _he
estimated UA._S da_a volume.
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TabLe 5-4 of this repot: cc_pared chnracter_.cttc8 of _ho tvo _¢s storage
system:. Prom this tnfo_ttou it is lt:_<li_cely apparent that the HASSTOI_
HSS lo a more cot_act syBte=. Ho_-ever, them are adv_tages to utilizing a
=yate= designed sad supplied by sue vendor. For exc._,ple, often pric_s are
. reduced _h.-n a _ulti-co--_onent conf£guration Is purchn_ed from one vendor.
Also, support, a_lntenance _nd repe£r l_rSo_nml could be supplied frc_ one
i
co_nny. These ere J_t t_ Ldvant_ea thnt vould have to be vsighed
¢gainsc the technical advant_es of the HASSTDRsysten.
Ftsures 6-1 and 5-2 depict the Ig._ 3081-£D: __.850 and the I_H 3081-HASSTOP_
HSS system, respectively.
6.g U_ZVAC II00/gZ CDrJ_- l_as Stornge Systcn
Should the UU]:VAC1100/90 be chosen no the IZ_m_qCDIIF, the H,_SSTO£HSS tmuld
be the preferred choice. In An_t 198:3, HASSTO_ and SP£_Y/_IVAC
announced • Joint _r_ttu_ e_gree_nt. _ ag_ee_nt of£ern the H860_
_ASSI_T and cor_espond1_ 5VSS ¢a_abtl£ty =_ an expanelon u_lt to the
UNIVAC 1100 _erles system. _Ls _ree_nt should alleviate difficulties
such e_ confusion frith ve--dor responsibility _ui support servicos often
encountered uh_n utilizing • m_lti-vondor env!rom=_nt. Figure 6-3 depicts
the proposed _IVAC-HAS5_ nysteu.
6.3 VAX 11/780 CLUSTEI_C_EF - I_ss Storage Sy_ten
Should the VAX 11/780 CLDSI"E_conf/guratto-- be choeeu as the UAI_S CDEF
configuration, the HASST0_HSS _uld be the preferre_ =a_s storage system.
The HASST0_ HSS provides a Dlgi_al network adapter vhlch a11o_s for
con=untcattons be_en the HSS _nd the VAXCL_TER. Figure 6-_ depicts the
proposed VAXCLUS_E-HASS_O_ _yste=.
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7.0 PAEA_ETEEIZATIONOF S_ COZ_ZGUEA_IONS
7.0 PARAHE"_P._.ATIOH OF S_?_! COI_ZGURATIONS
In this section, the stra_n configurations are par_meterized according to
the follo_ring factors:
o perfo_zce capability
o av_Llabiity
o adaptlbiltty to changing requlrer_,ncs
o co_patlbillty ulth exls_In_/plauned syste_
o inpleuentation risk8
o user friendliness and eace of use.
7.1 IBM Scravoan Confl_zracioa Par_terization
Performance _pabillry:
Paragraphs 3.1 and 4.1 of this docent provided perforr.ance charac-
teristics of the IBM 3081 _._tnfrar_ and I_ 4300 series ninl-€o_u_er.
To briefly s_-_-rize, the _H 3081 belu_ con¢idered for the UARS CDHF
is a 10.4 HIPS machine _lth 15 HB n._ory. The T_M 4300 series ranges
from less than 0.5 HIPS to over I HIPS _ith 1 co 4HB memory.
Availabillcy:
The IBM 3081 computer and the 4300 series uinicompuCer are currently
operatioual in ocher projects at Coddard Space Flight Center; thus. no
problem is foreseen with UARS timetable.
__ AdaptabillCy:
The IBH 3081 is a large enough =_infrane with enough processing power
(10.4 HIPS) to handle foreseeable changes in UAIIS require=enos. The
4300 series can be upgraded, incrementally, so changes in UAP_
requirements should be _nageable.
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Conpatlbility"
- IBM t. _ major _nu_acturer of computer goods _nd servlces. Many GSF¢
syster._ are L_H-based. For non-IBM ayste_. Network Adpter8 are
co_rc/ally available. Thu_, data transfer and co_--._un!catlon frith
existing and/or planned syster._ is not seen as a problem.
T,_ple:.=ntation _sks:
The IBM 3081 mninfr_ and the 4300 series being considered for the
RACS, are !_o_ qunnrittes _=ong Coddard Space Flight Center
personnel. Impleueu_a:lon =lsks are conBldered to be very lou.
Ease of Use:
The IBH operating systen Is not kno.u for Its user friendliness. Mnny
advance8 m_de vithin the €or_uter environ:eat concernin E e_e of use
have not been Incorporated into the EEH oyster_. - _ua, there Is a
.. generallackofenthusla_€-_nn_RACS users _nd _Iso some hesitation
'----oneGoddard Space Fllght Canter personnel concerning the prospect of
lecruingthe IBM operatingsystem,
7.2 _(IVACStrap-anConfiEurationParnneterlzetion
Perforunnce Capability:
The UI{IVAC 1100 series corputers are veil-suited to the tuteractive
processing required by UARS. They also have the advantage of
' Incre=ental growth and rntZtl-processlng capability. As discussed in
Section 3.2, the UNIVAC II00/92 being considered for the UARS CDUF is .;
a multl-processor malnfr=e _Irh I0 HIPS processing c_pabillty and
12.6 H_ main memory. The various UNIVAC _CS Configurations,
including the Chaparral and r;_e _100/70 series, range from 0.5 to more
than 2.0 HIPS _Irh I to more than 6 HB memory.
!
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Ava_labill_y:
• Although the 1100/92 mainfr_e, the 1100/70 oeries ninico_ucer and
the Chaparral minicouputer are recent Sperry/UNIVAC introductions, no
problem is foreeen with the UARS ti=etable. The 1100/70 series
€onfigurations have b_en tmpleu_nted, the 1100/90 series
, €onfigurations are scheduled co be operational by the end of 1983 and
th_ Chaparral is scheduled to be operational by June. 1984.
Adaptability:
The U_IVAC configurations proposed for th_ UAR3 CDtR• and RACe can be
lucrer_ucally expanded, Thus, they _re _daptabLe Co chau_e8 _n the
requir-_nte. The UNIVAC 1100/90 m_lti-processor series
€_pablLlcy can be expended vith fully co=petible Instruction Proces-
sors. A8 Instruction Proce_ors are _dded, _ddltlonal I/0 Proce=sors
o_u be uci!ized ello¶_iu3 for increased syote_ capability. The UNIVAC
RACS niniconputers ce.n 81_o b_ expanded incre=encallyoo a_ to grov
€oncu_rren_ly _r_th increased user needs.
Co_ntibLllty:
UNIVAC is a cmJor m_mufecturer of compter goods and services. 1100
series assurers ere currently found in Coddard Space Flight Cen_er
€o_uter facilities. Network adapters are comnerclally available
which allow for data transfer to us-like vendor computers° Thus.
co_patlbillty doesn't seem co pose a problem.
Implementation R.fsk:
Although the 1100/90 series is a recen= introduction, i= is in essence
an enhance_nt of the highly _uccessful 1100/80 series _infrsnes _£th
an increased number of available channels and much quicker _rznsfer
and switchingratesthanthe 1100/80. In the sameway, _he 1_00/70
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serieo nlntco:puters are an enhr_cer.en: of the 1100/60 aeries. While
the Chsparral uttllzes a dlottlbuted data p_ocesslng concept, It Is
compatible _rlth the 1100 oeries _IIVACS and should have 11tile inher-
ent risks. The U_IVAC II00 serleo computers are veil-regarded at
Goddard Space Flight C_nter.
F_oe of Use:
While the _;IVAC operating syote_ is £_nlliar to Coddcrd Space Flight
Center personnel, nany RACe ucere vould h_ve to be trcin_ in the
UNIVACoperating system. Sill1, while re-t_alning Is undesirable, it
to to be expected to scu_ degree t_hen iL-ple_ntlng a systen such as
U_3.
7.3 VAX 11/780 CLUST'_RStra_:n Configuration Para=eterization
Performance _pability:
Ceneral perfor=,_ce char_cteristics of the VAX 11/780 uere presented i
in sections 3.3 and 4.3 of th18 report. To briefly oL_--._rlr_e, the VAX
11/780 Is a 0.7 HIPS _achine _d_tch c_n be configured _th a r.._x_u= of
The VAX CLUSTER softvcre is designed to allow transparent _haring of
data _=ong the Central Processing U_tts (OPUs) of the CLOSTE_. At
leaot one VAXwould need to serve as the PACS co_-_,unicstious base and
task scheduler. Along _r_th the CLUSTEK softvare (i.e., _cord Manage-
ment Service, Distributed File Syeten, Distributed Lock,_uager and
Mass Storage Control Protocol). soue UARS-specffic softv_re vould
certainly need to be developed to acco=plish efficient task scheduling.
The VAX CLUSTER is a new concept for Digital Equlp_ent Cotporatlon
(DEC). Although DEC has utilized DE,net and ET_£_net networking
schemes in the past, CLUSTEK is dlffe_en_ in that it will attempt to
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enable transparent sharing of data. Throughout the course of
researching this docu_nt, DEC ha8 yet to validate this concept of
transparent, efficient and fast sharing of data cuong CLUSTERnodes in
a UAES-like environ_ento To date, VAXCLUSTERsuitability for UARS
re_ine speculative.
Availability:
The VAXCLUSTERconcept was announced by DEC in June, 1983. At that
ti_, DZC provided detailed descriptions of CLUSTER Hardware and
general infaruatiou pertaining to CLUSTERSoftware. _ouever, the CLUS-
TER concept, as it pertains to the UAESnieslon, has not yet been
denonmtratedo DEC has nnnounced that CLUSTERconfigurations will be
operational by the end of 1983. Hoverer, due to the expected debug-
ging stage of this new concept _nd any resulting redesign, the
realistic operationnl date remains uncertain.
Adaptablllty to Changing require_ntq:
t
The VAX CLUSTER concept yes created, in part, as an ansver to
lncre_ntal Ero_rch of a co,_--puting environ_nt. With ninor adJustnents
in softuare and with the proper hard.re ednptero, additional V._s
could be added to the CLUSTERshould it be uece=aary to increase
processing capabilltyo
The VAX i_ a conpetent and flexible computing machine. Should the
CLUSTER prove to be a viable eoucept, chan_es in processing needs that
can reasonably be forseen should not adversely affect the VAX CLUSTER
ConfiEura_ion.
Conpntlbillty:
DEC is a _aJor manufacturerof conputer goods and services. VAY_ are
currently found in many computer configurationsat GSFC and network
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adapters are co,._-_erclally available vhloh allow for data trannfcr
between cn=puters of un-11ke vendors, Thus. cn_pntlbility doesn't
neQ_ to pose a problen.
I=ple_ntatlon Et=kn:
_'hile the VAX 11/780 Is a proven auper-_tn! computer, u_tllzlng a
CLUSTER of VA_ in a ne_ idea _lch rtok_ inherent to any unproven
concept° The t_ n_Jor noncernB lie In proceestng speed- and tank
scheduling°
Even _Ith a Floating Point Accelerator, the MZP$ ratlng of the VAX
(0'7 HIPS) In _unh leon than that of a =_tnfre=e. Clu_tering 10
I-_L_PS _nhines does not yeild a I0 llIFS _uchine. Also. altho_h the
so_t_r_re was denigued to perforn ta=k ncheduli_ In an efficient
_nner. no pro_r_ circler to UAItS currently utilizes the VAXCLUS_
and thun task ncheduling cap_blll_y in unknown.
_hile the CLUSTE_ cQncept cppears theoretlca£Zy pronis_ng, £t iS a new i
.
concep_ which has yec to be debuted, hnn not experienced a ah_kedovn
period _ has no pa_t h_story Co substantiate l_s c=p_btli_les.
Eane of Use:
The VAX In an extre_ly friendly co=purer. I_ Is also very popular
among the _ACS user_. Since nany of the investigators are re, liar
_th the VAX/V_ op_rating syste=, ex_enstve re_raining could be
avoided.
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API_IX A
S_ COh_£GU_ATIONCOST DATA
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A.0 Strn_an Configuration Cost Data
Cost data have been obtained _or the v_Jor sy=te= components of the etruv-
nan configurations. These cost data are presented in tabular for= Ln tb_ts
" section. Table A-II present8 a su_nary of coat data for the CDHF-._ACS-_.scs
Storage €onftgurat_ona.
A-!
TA.BLEA-1
COSTDAT£
I[BMCDHTSYSTEMCONFIGUEATIOH
IBM CDH_ OSA PURCHASEPRICE (S)
o IBM 3081 Processor 4,040,874
- 10.4 HIPS
- 16 HByce Renory
- 16 Channels
- Power Uni=
- CooLant DiotrlbutlonUnit
- Operator Console
o Disk 1,721,440
- 10 Gl3yte (Total)
- 2 Disk Subsysce_ (DDS)
- Each DSS
2 3880-003 Controllers
2 3380-A04 Dtsko
6 3380-B04 Disks
o Tape " 170,350
d
- 4 3420-006 Tape _tcs !(125 ips. 160016250 bpi)
- 2 3803-002 Control U-_Lts
- 1 3803-1792 Tuo Coutrol Stritching Option i
o Terminals 62.357
- 1 3274-D31 Control Unit
(1 each 6901. 6902 Adapters)
- I0 3278-002 I_/_-RT's
-4 3287.002 Printers (Friction Feed)
o Line Prin_ers 82,500
- 2 3203-005 (1200 lp_, train cartridge)
o Co'_=uaicacion,
- 3705-F04(24Bl--s_c flues@ 9.6k_ps)
T._MCDP_CCST 6,164,421
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TABLEA-2
COST DATA
IBM RACSCOHPolrE2_TS
Co_onents CSA Purchase Price(S)
o IBH 4331 - Level I 60,000
o IBH 4331 - Level 2 90,000
o IBM 4341 - Level 1 190,000
o Z3H 4341 - Level 2 310,000
o 1 Graphics Ter=J.nal/P,ACS 30,000
(Tektronics 4012 rich Rardcopy Device
Tektronlcs 4631)
o 2 _gtnpe Controller and Tape Untts'/_CS 40.000
, - 800/1600 b_J. _
o 3 Consoles/RACS 7,000
- I OP. Con_ole
- 2 Alphnn.._ertc Terninals
o 1 400 lpn Printer (15_-3289)/EAC9 13,140
Individual ZI_ RACSCOST $(4300 mlnlcompurer)+ 90t140
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1TABLZ A-3
COST DATA
IP_I _.CS CO_IG_TION
CSA
RACS lBIf Purchase
Cou_urer Model Price (S)
Naval _oearch Lab (_IL) 4331 Hodel 2 180_
Ceorsia Institute of Technology (CLOT) 4331 F_.del 2 180K
University of _:ash_ngcon 4331 _del 2 180_ ;
Lawrence Llveruoro Imborat:ory (LLL) 4331 Yodel 2 I_0K
_aclonal Oceanic _nd A_-o_p_r_c 4331 tbdel 2 130K
Ad_Lnistra_£on (_O.A_,) :
National C_nter _or A_no-_ph_ric 4331 _odel 2 180_
_oenrch (_C_)
Unlverisry of Color-do 4341 Model 2 400_
On_verot_y of l_.chigcn 436"1 V'_lel 2 400Z
m
NASA/L_gloy _esoareh Center (L_) 4341 1_o_c1-I 280K
I,
_d_SA/Je_ Propulsion Lab (JPL) 4341 Rodel I 280K
Sou_hue_ P_ce-'-rchInsctcuc._(SR_) 4341 l{odeZI 280:_
Lockheed Pale Aloe R_eearch Laboratory 4341 _del 2 400K
NASAIGoddardSpace Flight Center (CSYC) 4341 Model 2 400K
TOTAL11!HRACS 3_520_000
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TA_LZ A-4
COSTDATA
UNIVACCD_IFSYSTEMCnhTIGUEATION
i U];IVACCDHI_ USAPurch_ee_Ice (S)
o _iIVAC 1100/92 l_ocea_or 4,877,460f
- II MIPS
- 12.6 F_yte M_=ory
- 16 Chaunels ._
' - Power Un/t
t - Cooling Uult
! - Operator Conaole
! o Disk 900,560
.&
i - 10.5 G_yte (Total)
-i - 2 Disk Sub Syote:_ v/ek_ansiou
s - 10 HB Di.ek I_.ive
-! o T,mpe 210,380
- 2 U_;ISERVOControlUuit=
- 6 TapeU_i=s
(125ipo, 6250b_i)
O Terminals 33,740
- IO UTS 20/exp_mde_ KB
- 4 printers
o Line Printers 83,3B0
,* - 2 Printers andControl
o Cotmtu_ications 73,170
- DCP40
5
UNIVAC CDRF Cost 6,178,690
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COST_TA
_IVAC RAGSCOMPO;_.Jrrs
Co.orient GSAPurche.e Price ($)
o DCP 20 45,870
o Chaparral 180,650
o]
- Instruction l_ocessor
- Sysce= Support Coaplex
._ - Cousole
- 4 _ _._.ocy
- I/0 C_els
-D_ l0
o 1100/71 -Model HI 340,440
- PEocessou
- 1/0 Channels " .-.
- Disk F._panalon
:. o 1100/70 -I"_deL E1 573,310 t
- _ocegaor
"\\
- MSUEzpeneiou
- I/0 Chazmels
- Disk Expansion
o Tecm.tnal/RACS 35,8_0
- UTS 20 vith expanded _3
- Printer
- Eardcopy Device
o Tape/RACS 57,950
- I UNISERVOControl
- 2 UNISEKVO Tape Unlus
Individual IBH RACS Cost $(_!aicozputer)+ $ (commuL_Icatlono)
. + 93,810
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TABLE A-6
COSTDATA
UNIVACRACScjIr_IGURATION
OSA
. RACS IRZIVAC Purchase
-- Co_puter. Pz..ce (S)
HavaZ Research Lab (NPJ_) Chaparral 274,460
Georgia Institute of Technology (GIOT) Chaparral 274,460
University of Yz.sh/ngron Chaparral 274,460
Lawrence Liver=ore Laboratory (LI_) Chaparral 274,460
N_tional Oceanic and Arcoopherlc Chaparral 274,460
AdmLnlstratlou (NOAA)
Natioual Center for Atmospheric Chaparral 274,460
Research (NCAR)
UnLverLary o£ Colorado U00/71_II 489,120
g
University of Hichigan IIO0/71-HI 489,120 : .,.
..... NASA/LangleyResearch Center (LARC) II00/71-HI 489,120
NASA/Jet Propulslou Lab (JPL) I100/71-_1 489,120
•" South_st Research XnsCitute (SRI) t100/71-_11 489,120
Lockheed Palo Alto Research II00/70-HI 712,990
Laboratory (LPARL)
NASA/GoddardSpace Fllghr Center (GSFC) II00/70-HI 712,990
TOTAL UNIVAC RACS 5r518r340'
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TABLE A-7
COST DATA
VAX CLUSTER SYSI_Z_COh'FIGURATIO_
VAX111780ClusterCD_ GSAPurchasePrice(S)
o VAX ClusterSol=ware *
o 12- VAX11/780ClusterBuildlngBlocks 2,604,000
(@ 217K/Onlt)
- I V,_ 111780
- 2MB Main S_orage
- I -HSC50(4CPUslHSCB0)
- 1 - Scar Coupler
- I - disk
- 1 - tape
- Co=purer Interconnect
o 12 -_81 4561_ Disk (@ 21K) 252,000
o 12-LAX00ESP (@2,3K) - 27,600
o 12 - 2 _ expansion (@9.0K) 108,000
o 12 - FPA(@lO._) 129,600
VAXCluster CD_ $3,121,200 +
VAXCluster
SoftwareCost
* The ClusterConceptis a "phasedannouncement"product. The concept
itselfwas announcedin June, 1983. Also at thattime,Hardwarefor
the VAX 11/780Clusterwas fullydescribedand tentativelypriced. The
next portion of the Cluster concept, i.e,, the VAX 11/780 Cluster
Software, is scheduled to be announced in early 1984. Cluster details
pertaining toVAX 11/782 and other DEC equip=ent uill be announced
so=eCime in 1984.
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COST DATA
VA._P_CS CO,_ONENTS
Coupoueut GSA Purchase Price (S t
VAX 11/780 180,000 ,
Teru.tnal
- Mouochro_e Graphics 10,000
- Keyboard
2 M_ M_mory Expansion 9,000
Q
FloatingPot.n__J:celerator 10,800
DECrierRardwaEe 4,000
o
DECnet Soft_mre (inlt_al ltceuse included) 3,000
DECrier Softv_re (Additional RACS) 1,000
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TABLE A-9
COSTDATA
VAXRACSCO_FICURATION
RAC_._S VAXHodel FP& Mo=ory
E_ansion Costs
Naval Research Lab (BRL) 11/780 - - 198,000
Georgia T_astttuce o£ Technology (GIOT) 11/780 - - 198,000
University of Washington 111780 - - 198,000
Lawrence Liver=ore Laboratory (LLL) 11/780 - - 198,000
NationalOceanicandAtno,pherlc 11/780 - 2H3 207.000
Administration(_OAA)
National Center for A_moepheric P_search 11/780 - - 198,000
Univeristy of Colorado - 11/780 - _ 216,000 i
University of H/chigan 11/780 FPA 4M3 227,000 !s
RASA/Lan_ley _eeearch Center (LaRC) 11/780 FPA - 209,000
NASA/Jet P_opulslouLab (JPL) 11/780 F?A - 209,000
South_mstResearchL_stltute(SRI) 11/780 FPA - 209.000
LockheedPalokluoResearch 11/782 FPA - 389,000
Laboratory (LPARL)
NASA/GoddardSpace Flight Center(GSFC) 11/782 FPA 2HB 397.000
TOTAL RACS 3,053,000
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TABLE A-IO
. COSTDATA
MASSSTORAGESYSTEMS
. _STOR l_SS (_0 G_) COSTS__..._**
0 HSS 1,200,000
- M860
- SVSS
- M_StiET
- Ne_work a_iapter
- Control Umic
o 7-55G3 Expansion Un!_s @ 275,0001u_l.t 1,925,000
o I - Control _htt 225=00.0
TOTALIIASSTORtL_S 3,350,000
t
cosj_.. s
ZIL_ _= Store._a.Syste= (472 G3) 31374,714
- 2-3851-A0& Mass Storege Facill¢ies (tA.SF)
236 BilLlon Bytes (each t4Sg)
4 Data Recording controls (each HSF)
8 Data Recordlng Devices (each 145F)
4720 Car_rldges (Each RSF) @ $35 each
- 2 3830-003 Storage Control b'ni_s
- 2.536 Billion Bytes Staging Disk
(2 3350-A02, 2 3350-B02)
TOTAL 3,37_.,7 I/_
** To accurately co=pare the two Mass Storage Systems, we are using a base of
approximately 450 GB capacity even through UARS currently requires II0 GB.
A-If
. TABLEA-II
COST IAITA
SU}t_ARYOF STRAk'MANCONFIGURATIONS
Mass S_orage
Couflo-_ra_ion CD_F EACS (450GB) Total
13H3081 6.2M 3.5M 3.4M 13.IM
L?_MPACS
IBH3850
L_I3081 6.2M 3.5M 3.3M 13.0M
I£MRACS
MASSTOEM860
UNIVACIi00/92 6.2M 5.5M 3.3M 15.0M
UNIVACRAC8 .
H,&SSI'DRH860
f
VAZ 11/780 CLUSTE& 3.1M 3._I 3.3M 9.4
VAXRACS . $ Soft_:e . $ Sof_vare
MASSI_3RH860
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PAPPENDIXB
UNIVACCDHI:'- VAXI_CS
m
B.O UNIVACCDRF - VAX P,ACS
One idea explored In UAKS preliminary design =eetings was the possibility
of a multi-vendor environ_ent for the CD_. Since the mission investi-
gators are very enthusinstic resarding VAX co=puters and Coddard Space
Flight Center persouneZ are co_ortablo _rLth and confident of _ZVAC main-
fr_nos, there is much interest directed totrards a UNZVAC/VAXD_ta R_ndZin_
Facility. Much progress has been made in regards to the b_rdware
interfacing of muZti-veudor conputers. Hoover, for UARS, the major
obstacle to a mttti-vendor Data P_ndling Facility see_.s to be in software
compatibilityo Not only _ust RACS hardware link trith the co_puter
processors at the CD_I_, the RACS rnst also perforn algorithn develop_nt
and modification, instrt_ent cor_nds, etc. These ta_ks require extensive
software capability. There are several areas being researched which nay
provide the softtrare co_patibility needed to make a multi-vendor Data
E_ndling Facility possible.
B.I THE UNIX OPERATING SYSTEM
First, the utilization of the U_U.X operatin_ system for both the UNIVAC
nainfr_ and tbe VAX RACS la being considered. UHIX is a flexible,
modular operating system already f_nillar to _eny of the nlssion
Inveetlgators. Table A-I provides a brief co_parlson of the advantages and
disadvantages that the UNIX operating systen wouZd offer a UNIVAC/VAX
configuration..
Nhlle UNZX looks promising in the multi-vendor environ_ent, further
research is needed to determine its feasibility for the UARS CDHF.
B.2 _YPERchannel
A second item explored in regards to a multi-vendor envlron=ent was I_ER-
chaunel. UYPERchannel is a high speed digital communications interface
which provides multl-vendor interface of computers. The networking of
B-l
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Table B-1
UNIX Advantages and Disadvant_es
Advantages Dieadvantaces
File Sharing Fragile File Structure
"Canned" Proceeain_ Tools . Inconsi3tencies in Lanuage
...... Conpatibility With Many Co_puter Syst_ UufriendlyLan_a_e
Daily Conveniences (M._.I, Calendar)
conputer processors is provided at full channel rate. HYPEEch_nnel uses a
coaxial cable at 50 _ps _ith networ_ ad_pters that provide both electrical
and logical interface.
There are three types of adapters available with HYPERch_nnel: processor
adapter, device adapter, and link adapter. The procesoor adapter funcitons
ao a buffered co=zuni=atlons coutroller to hove network nessages on the
network. The deride adapter functions as a data channel for the linkage of
peripheral _nics. The link adapter Is used to interconnect a re_ote unit
to the HYPEEchannel via wideband ccu_uicatlons links. (Either a
cerrescial or a satellite link adapter _ybe used.) There three types of
adapters are collectively utilized to network co=purer processors and
peripheral_.
A major disadvantage of h_yperchannel Is that it Is not truneparent to host
processor soft_wre. Device adapters do not have direct us=cry access and
require the developuant of np_lal channel pro_raus. Since Software
develo_n_nt le very time-consuming, expensive and risky, this require_ent
i
is of major concern. However, since HYPERchennel does provide necwork/ng
capability for both Digital and UNIVAC, it would be worthwhile to further
investigate the feasibility of using a direct physical link such as HYPER-
channel in a VAXRACS-UNIVAC CDHI_configuration.
B.3 CON_LUSIO_
This appendix briefly sunmarized our efforts co da_e regarding multi-vendor
possibilities for the UARS CDHF. A multi-vendor configuration, and in
partlcular the UNIVAC/VAX conflgu_a_ion appears _o be a possible workable
situation for UAES. It is not, however, without its disadvantages.
Further research would have co be perfor=ed before it could be o_ated tha_
_he benefits of such a configuration would oucveigh the disadvantages.
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